
Chinavasion: Android Watch Phone Is Bringing Functionality to Your Wrist 

 

 

Coming now in a variety of shapes, sizes and abilities are smart watches and Chinavasion is jumping on 

the bandwagon of building up a collection of these interactive wrist wearing devices. Android is now 

moved from phones and tablets to watches as another gadget designed for practically and convenience 

but for this time to be worn on your wrist instead of in your bag or pocket. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to Li, because the ZGPAX S5 Android smart watch is smaller than a phone, it doesn’t mean it is 

not powerful as it has a dual core CPU. “The ZGPAX S5 delivers an outstanding performance that will 

certainly satisfy; especially when running applications” says Li. “With a 1.54 touch screen display, users 

can simply swipe and skip through the menus that are offered”.  

 

“Download apps, playing games, listening to music is simple with the ZGPAX S5 Android smart watch as 

well as taking photos with the built-in camera” says Li, “This smart watch will certainly change the way 

you do and interact with things”. 

 

An Android operating system puts the ZGPAX S5 ahead of other wholesale smart watches because you get 

the best operating system to date on a watch but without the high street price tag, says Li. “Experience 

the next generation of smart watches at a fraction of the price of major brands”. 

 

“It can either be used as a standalone device or the ability to connect via Bluetooth to your existing smart 

phone is an incredible advantage”. Li continues “You can insert a GSM SIM card into this watch and use it 

like an actual phone or for practicality, pair it to your Bluetooth compatible phone”. 

 

Coming at a price around 150 USD, the ZGPAX S5 is certainly going to change the way you use your phone 

as you won’t have to search your pockets when you need it. “We are pleased to offer new and creative 

technology advanced products at such great prices”. 

The ZGPAX S5 Android smart watch will 

revolutionize the way you interact with others in 

addition to offering you a range of other features 

as you go about your daily life according to Rose 

Li, PR manager for the projector specialist. 

“Remember the old spy movies and TV shows 

such as James Bond or Detective Gadget? 

Remember when they use to contact base or 

other accomplices via their watch? Well, 

Chinavasion has an Android watch phone that 

allows you to call, talk and message among many 

other things” says Li. 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/Normal_Screen_Android_Phones/Android_Smart_Watch_ZGPAX_S5_-_1.54_Inch_Touch_Screen_Camera_Dual_Core_CPU_Silver/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Cheap_Mobile_Phones/Cell_Phone_Watch/

